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FROM THE EDITOR

We are pleased to present the first issue of the seventh volume of the Journal on Telecommunications & High Technology Law. This issue features articles from the Silicon Flatirons Digital Broadband Migration Conference, which focused on “Information Policy for the Next Administration.” Impressively, President-elect Obama’s transition team included three of the Conference’s speakers, Kevin Werbach, Peter Swire and Arti Rai, as well as the Conference’s exceptional leader, Phil Weiser. The forward thinking articles in this issue not only highlight policy challenges that the new administration will face, but also offer thoughtful solutions. Articles by Rob Atkinson, Jon Nuechterlein and Professor Werbach discuss differing approaches to broadband policy. Dr. Atkinson offers the views from both an economist and an engineer, while Mr. Nuechterlein discusses which agency is in the best position to regulate antitrust elements of net neutrality and Professor Werbach outlines a national broadband strategy. Professor Stuart Benjamin focuses his article on spectrum policy and Professor Swire and Professor Orin Kerr consider privacy, security and government surveillance in today’s information age. We are also pleased to present a student note from Paul Shoning, an Articles Editor for the Journal. He eloquently argues a broadband duopoly may be sufficient to protect consumer interests.

I give many thanks to these authors for their submissions to the journal along with our Articles Editors, Brian Wolf, Paul Shoning, Amy Kramer and Daniel Estes, for steering the articles through the production process. Our Casenote and Comment editors, lead by Dana Jozefczyk, include Kylie Crandall, Jason Sharma and Charles Swanson, who not only chose our members for this year, but also helped guide the members writings for possible publication in future issues. Our flexible Associate Editors, Kianna Ferguson, Shanelle Kindel, Ann Lee and Derrick White, are always willing to lend a helping hand. Finally, our Executive Board, Kyaw Tin, Erin McLauthlin, John Bergmayer and Chris Larson, are truly an amazing. These four individuals are independently gifted and collaboratively remarkable.

I also thank Dale Hatfield, Brad Bernthal, Harry Surden, Martha Utchenuk and the Silicon Flatirons Advisory Board for their support of the Journal.

Finally, we owe so much to our advisors, Professors Paul Ohm and
Phil Weiser. Both Paul and Phil are passionate professors whose enthusiasm inevitably rub off on their students. Without their encouragement and leadership, the Journal could not continue to grow and offer such fantastic issues.

We hope you enjoy this issue.

Hiwot Molla
Editor-in-Chief
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